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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT: 

First off, Brent has had his hip surgery, and all went well.  He was home that evening.  
Great News!!!! 

A big Thank You to Ron and Sandi for taking on the deck project at Lot #9.  With Gary 
L’s help, they demolished the old deck, cemented in new posts, attached joists and 
using the trek decking left over from the pool, the deck be attached tomorrow.  It looks 
beautiful and above all, it’s safe!   Again, THANK YOU! 

We all appreciated the potluck luncheon after the General Meeting.  All was very tasty! 

Thank you all that submitted a new logo.  Jason K won the vote and incorporated our 
old logo nicely with an updated version.  Thank you, Lisa H, for handling that. 

Ann B and Sky K worked on the “tire” garden and did a lot of weeding.  Ann B started 
the beautification project by hiding some of the tires with rocks and planting all the 
flowers Anne H grew.  Its looking better already.  Every time I go by, I ask them to 
please grow fast!  Great work!  More rock is always appreciated, we need a lot more 
please.   

Great work everyone that raked needles and helped load the trailer.  We hope to have 
the trailer back on the 11th to load the remaining needles.  Please bring your pitch forks 
and rakes to help.  All our lungs thank you!   



Just a reminder to please take your utility trailers across the street for storage, or 
downtown Boise.  We hope to be busy this year with visitors, so parking is desperately 
needed. 

We still have many projects to do this year, so bring your tools! 

We have more fun than anyone!   

Donna 

 

 

From  the Beautification Committee: 

AS WE ALL KNOW THIS SPRING HAS 

BEEN……………………………….   

Eric and I did not get up to the mountain until late Friday, May 20th.  Anne, with an e, had contacted 

me that week to let me know she was donating 6 flats of perennials that she had grown over the 

winter.  ANNE DOES THIS EVERY YEAR.  This spring however, she had to carry in the flats each time 

it snowed and then back again when the sun returned.  Anne brought them up to the mountain on 

Sunday and they are now in the ground at the edge along the road, where the tire retaining wall 

begins. Thank you Anne. 

 Thanks to Skye and Sandi, who helped weed and clean up the area before planting. 

Unfortunately, Donna fell, and as of this writing, badly sprained her ankle.  Hope you are back on 

your two feet soon!  (Editor’s note:  Donna says she is mending well as of Tuesday, May 24, 2022.)  

Susan Wh. has bravely learned the mower on the trails and beautified there.  Thank you so much 

Susan. 

Cindy, I am sure would have been here, but she was stuck in Indiana. 

So, a little Beautification has begun and this year, we will do as much beautification, stretching our 

budget, to make things as nice and inviting, as we can.    

If you would like to be involved in Beautification, there are a couple ways you can do so without a 

huge commitment.  There will be a list on the bulletin board of spots that need attention to choose 

from or pick a spot that you would like to beautify and let me know.  Sort of an adopt a garden 

concept.  And, of course, anyone can stop and pull a weed as they walk along, especially skeleton 

weeds.  Maybe we can have a contest of who picks the most skeleton weeds. 

Wishing you all a beautiful Mountain season.   

Ann with no e.  

Activities 

Calendar of events by month are attached.  Lots happening but not until July!!! We need members to 

step up for June and September.  Please let us know what you can do. Remember an activity is not 

always a meal, we have lots of games to have contests etc.  Let us know your thoughts.  Cherie  



 

One of our many mtn friends – sent in from Donna 

 

NOTES FROM THE NUDE’S NEST: 

7/19/17, Wonderful place, trail, friends. What a pleasure. Scott and Lydia 

8/18/17  It was unpredictable not easy hike and unpredictable beautiful view!!! I have never 

dreamed to sit on top of the mountain in Idaho in the “Nudes Nest” and write in this book. But I 

am happy to have this adventure. Mary, Ukraine 

 

May 9, 2022, at the mountain  

 



 

 

These gorgeous pictures of the waterfalls on our trail were sent in by Gary L. 

          



Pictures from Sandi showing Ron G & Gary L working away on Lot 9 deck. 

 

Great Job guys – it is usable, next step is painting fence pickets and putting on the sides. 

 

 

BARE BACKERS THEN AND NOW!!!! 

In late 1980 a gathering of nine people met to discuss the fact that the way of life we 

had experienced and preferred was not available in or near Boise, Idaho.  We all had 

one thing in common, we wanted to find a place where we could meet and enjoy social 

activities without having to drive several hundred miles. 

It started slowly, as many of us were new in this area and none of us had any 

experience in getting something like this organized.  We knew very little about the ASA, 

NSA, or the local community.  It was strictly by trial and error that we were able to form 

a club and get semi-organized.  In February of 1981, we received a letter from ASA 

informing us that our application for numbered status was approved and that our 

assigned group number was #771.  We now had tools and instructions on how to 

submit memberships.  We were finally on our way.  At that time ten members were 



required to apply for a charter.  We had 13 members.  The charter was applied for and 

granted on August 14, 1981, at the ASA Convention in Sultan, Washington. 

The original Bare Backers Charter Members were as follows:  Don & Betty Green, Ron 

& Dorothy Gunstrom, Ron Gabriel, Bill & Debbie MacDonald, Jim Rutherford and Jack 

Ewing.  We had 16 members the first and second years and 17 members the third year.   

We have just seemed to grow from that point on.  We are now sitting with 100 

members. 

(This is page one of a five-page history that was presented to the editor by Ron W. at the membership 
meeting held Saturday, May 21,2022.  Watch in the coming issues of the ROAR for our continued 
history) 

 

 

 

Casino Nite is Coming!!  Saturday, July 23rd!! 

Now is the time to start bringing your donations. 


